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Summary
HISTORICAL SCIENCE
Yu. P. Rodionov
The delegation of Siberia in the first session of State Duma (1906)

Keywords: Political governing body, the Siberian military district, military
discipline, patriotic education, the recruit, the cadet.

The article is devoted to the aspects of Siberian history as the first election
of the first State Duma regional delegation and their shortterm partici
pation in Russian Parliament in 1906. All these aspects are closely related
with the State Duma of the Russian Empire.

A. M. Khlamova
The criminal exile in Siberia in the belleslettres discourse
of Russia in the second half of the XIX century

Keywords: State Duma, Siberia, elections, voters.
E. R. Kadikov
The Omsk organization of the party of socialistsrevolutionaries in 1911
The activity of socialist revolutionary opposition in Omsk in 1911 which
is more active after longtime slackening has been examined.
Keywords: socialistsrevolutionaries, revolutionary, Omsk.
O. V. Chudakov
Formation of revenue of municipal selfgovernment in Western Siberia
during the First World War (1914– February 1917)
The main articles of revenue formation in the budget of municipal
governments in Western Siberia during the First World War (1914 –
February 1917) are considered.
Keywords: The First World War, municipal government, budgetary policy,
profits.
V. L. Kozhevin
The problem of social adaptation of Russian officers under the conditions
of World War I (1914 – the February 1917)
This article is dedicated to the problem of social adaptation of Russian
officers under conditions of World War I. The author defines reaction of
officers on changes of social and cultural makeup of the Russian Army
combatants and also describes the attempts of resolving the crisis in mutual
relations between officers and soldier masses on the eve of the February
Revolution.
Keywords: Officers, adaptation, World War I
A. N. Talapin
The war prisoners of First World War in prerevolutionary Kurgan
This article reviews the problems of quartering and maintaining of war
prisoners of First World War in the conditions of a WestSiberian town. The
status of war prisoners on the territory of Kurgan is analyzed in the period
of 1914 – 1917.
Keywords: war prisoners, First World War, quartering, maintaining.
А. А. Tsindik
West Siberian socialistrevolutionaries and anarchists in the period of
1907–1910 (military activity)
The activity of military organizations of socialistrevolutionaries and
anarchists are considered, their forms of work among soldiers and recruits
are examined. There are some comparisons of their activity with such
work of the socialdemocrats. WestSiberian region is analyzed in the period
of 1907–1910 years.
Keywords: socialist revolutionaries, anarchists, military work.

КУЛЬТУРОЛОГИЯ

V. V. Germizeeva
Local administration of Western Siberia at the end of XIX – at the beginning
of ХХ centuries: projects and solutions

214

characteristic of the principal areas of this activity are given. In accordance
with the archive data of periodical press the level of military discipline
among the recruits and cadets of military educational institutions at the
given period of time is revealed. The main forms, methods and means of
patriotic education are also considered here.

In the result of this work it is established that belleslettres discourse of the
second half of the XIX century of criminal exile is very important source
of the image of Siberian criminal world, which was spread on the whole
of Siberian region.
Keywords: Siberia, exile
N. A. Sedelnikova
Present state and problems of study of regional history
The Russian regional history studies development process and activization
of its local problems study puts the task of the analysis and comprehension
of this multilevel research work and determines further trends of its
analysis.
Keywords: regional history, culture, history, model, problems –
chronological principle, student.
P. A. Remnev
Р.Е. Kazansky about Russian imperial power
P.E. Kazansky is one of the most famous Russian lawyers in the end of XIX –
beg. XX cent., who dedicated his prominent book «Vlast Vserossiiskogo
Imperatora» (counted as most full and completed investigation, devoted
to the power of Russian Emperor) to discussion which arising in science
and politics about new conditions of Russian emperors power after
publications new General Laws in 1906. P.E. Kazansky argued against
jurists, holding the opinion, that the power of emperor taking the traits of
limited monarchy. He relied on present and past General Laws, taking
opinions of lawyers and philosophers as evidence of his own view. At last,
Kazansky was talking about Russian imperial power as a power in rational
cover, but mystical in its main point.
Keywords: legitimacy, legality, autocracy, ultimate power.
О. Р. Volodkov
The views of M.N. Pokrovsky on the social meaning of oprichnina in
connection with his commercial capitalism conception
The article presents the prominent national historianMarxist M.N.
Pokrovsky’s opinion on the oprichnina regarding the leading social powers
in the latter half of the XVIth century.
Keywords: historiography, M.N. Pokrovsky, autocracy, oprichnina, estate.
V. N. Zubov
N. N. Firsov and establishment of the soviet historiography of the Middle
and Lower riverside of the Volga river to Russia
N. N. Firsov personifies the transitional period from prerevolution home
historiography to Soviet historiography. Though, N. N. Firsov’s conception,
on the one hand, is close to M. G. Hudjakov’s views, on the other, it is rather
peculiar for the period. It is rare evidence of paradoxical succession of the
prerevolution period of the home historiography to Soviet historiography.
N. N. Firsov constantly developed his ideas on Russian colonization of the
riverside of the Volga, based on M. N. Pokrovski’s theory of «economical
materialism» and revealed them in his works of 1910th – 1920th.

The main actions of the government reform of 1895 in Western Siberia and
the projects of administrative reorganizations are considered on the basis
of archive materials in this paper. The conclusions are made on the crisis
of the management system and the necessity to expand the authority of the
local administration for increasing the management efficiency.

Keywords: Oriental Policy, economical materialism, decentralization

Keywords: local management, governor, reforms, Western Siberia.
D. V. Chermoshentsev
Activity of political governing body of Siberian military region during the
first period of the Great Patriotic War

The article covers the studies in the early period of the English Reformation
carried out by historical revisionists, among whom we find such scholars
as Ch. Haigh, E. Duffy and J. J. Scarisbrick to mention a few. The author
comes to the conclusion that the revisionist conception is complementary
to the liberal tradition in modern British historiography.

The article deals with activity of political governing body of Siberian
military region during the first period of the Great Patriotic War. The

Keywords: religion, Reformation, anticlericalism, Protestantism, historical
revisionists.

E. Yu. Devyatova
The early period of the english reformation in the interpretation of
historical revisionists

A. B. Petrina
The model of scientific biography in «new culture history»

Keywords: the genre of scientific biography, the basics humanities
disciplines, the hypothesis, the analyze of modern’s texts of scientific
biography, the portrait psychological of learned, the new model of scientific
biography.
I. E. Pestrikova
To the question on influence of geographical factors
on formation of mentality of Russian people
In the article the analysis of approaches of domestic scientists to studying
the influence of geographical factors on formation of features of national
mentality of Russian is offered.
Keywords: mentality of Russian, national idea, national character,
geographical factors.
A. G. Bykova
Lifestyle and consumption of alcoholic drinks by people the Russian Empire
in the second half of XIX – the beginning of the twentieth century
The article is devoted to the characteristic of consumption of alcoholic
drinks by the population of the Russian empire of second half XIX –
beginnings ХХ century
Keywords: History of Russia, the consumption of alcoholic beverages.
N. V. Lider
Historical necessity of patriotic education of cadets
in militaryeducational institutions (1967–1985)
In the article, the author, specifying the army is a part of a society, analyzes
home policy and foreign policy processes, occurring in the investigated
period in the Soviet Union, allocating a number of the major factors, which
have defined historical necessity of patriotic education of cadets of
militaryeducational institutions. Thus, the author puts a sign “equally”
between patriotic and militarypatriotic education as for the military person
one without another does not exit.
Keywords: patriotic education, the cadet, the USSR, cold war, the moral
and psychological factor, internationalism.
N. M. Beloborodova
About Russian oldtimer families of Predbaikalye
The article introduces the history of settlement of some Russian families
in Predbaikalye. The author takes as a starting points own field notes,
archive materials, the works of some scientists. You learn different ways
of life of the Siberian peasantry. The results of research are given both at
the international and regional conferences, Russian competitions of
pedagogical programmes in the field of education and culture. The material
is addressed to historians, philologists, ethnographers.
Keywords: Russian, longtime citizens, Predbaikalye, descendants.
S. R. Kurmanova
Food in wedding ceremonialism of German population of Western Siberia

V. G. Volvach
Organizing culture as system of the social relations
The concept of the organizing culture is considered in the article as systems
of the interaction of individual and society within the framework of social
structure as a whole. The author elaborates the notion of the social system
on base of the methodological approach, worked out general theory of the
systems (OTS).
Keywords: Social system, interests, structure, organizing culture
L. Yu. Logunova
Use of qualitative methods in research of familypatrimonial social
memory of Siberians
Research of familypatrimonial memory requires the special approach
which assumes the use of qualitative methodology. The results of research
of deep processes of transfer of social experience to younger generations
was construction of invariance of vital collisions on the basis of studying
family histories of Siberians. In memory of the senior generation events of
resettlement, processes of collectivization, social reprisals is kept, the
wide experience of a survival is generated.
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This article is one of proofs of availability hypothesis of new model of
scientific biography. The essence of model consist in unification of methods
of basic humanities disciplines for enlargement of possibility’s of scientific
biography, that is appearance in text of elements of portrait psychological
of learned. The proof of hypothesis is analyze of modern’s texts of scientific
biography in the form of monograph and of article.

SOCIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMICAL SCIENCE

Keywords: familypatrimonial social memory, a welfare trauma, qualitative
researches
M. N. Mikhailov, O. Yu. Patlasov
Estimation of efficiency of enterprise activity of automobile dealers
The article is focused on the study of the work of Russian auto dealer
companies in the situation of economic crisis. The main principles of
cooperation between the producer factory and the sales offices are listed,
present methods of analysis of the economical situation in the auto sales
and maintenance sector have been tested and new ones have been
presented in this article. A new definition of the financial stability group
was presented here as well, which is very important for Russia and for
Omsk region in particular.
Keywords: The automobile dealer, business, financial stability, the petal
diagram.

PHILOSOPHY
A. Zhbankov
National security as a synthetic concept
The author analysis different kinds and trends of national security in the
present paper. Applying philosophical observations he unveils the genuine
character of different types of threats, considers the various view points on
stability of civil community and maintenance of their sovereign rights in
modern global world.
Keywords: nation, security, development, person, state.
O. V. Dovgan
Kinds of existence: individual and public
A solution of individual and public problems consists in overcoming of
prior one «individualsociety» and external location of society and public
problems existence as regards individual. It is necessary to define public
essence of individual through public connections, not over individuals but
between them.
Keywords: individual, public.

The article analyzes wedding food of the Siberian Germans. In this article
author consideres the basic stages of a wedding cycle. Researcher takes to
account local and confession features of different groups of Germans of
Siberia. The author in article opens symbolical value of the basic wedding’s
dishes.
Keywords: Germans, wedding’s dishes, symbolism, local and confession
features.
T. V. Glazunova
The basic activity of libraries of technical colleges of Western Siberia
(1985–1991)

Keywords: technical colleges, libraries, Western Siberia.

In this article some principal «theories of the elites» proposed by the Russian
and foreign philosophers during different historical periods are presented.
The presented philosophical theories give some specific and original
explanations of these or those aspects of social life of the different types
of the elites. Analyzing the presented conceptions the author of the article
draws a conclusion that the elite is forming in natural way, it is producing
itself and must be completed by persons able to propose the intellectual
ideas of the highest level aimed to improve all the aspects of the life of the
society.
Keywords: theory, philosophy, power, aristocracy, elite, people.
S. N. Rubin
Responsibility as methodological category
In the article the problems of definition and distribution of social
responsibility in relation to spheres of professional activity are analyzed.

КУЛЬТУРОЛОГИЯ

The article is devoted to consideration of the basic areas of activity of
libraries of technical colleges of Western Siberia within reorganization;
the features of this work are defined. The research allows to comprehend
the complexity of work in libraries of technical colleges during the
investigated period. It is useful for historians, teachers, and also were
interested by the given theme.

E. A. Gorchitskaya
Philosophic theories of elites
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The author investigates collisions of social interaction of the business
enterprises and a civil generality of people.

S. V. Matyushenko
The mechanism of creation of intellectual property in pedagogical activity

Keywords: responsibility, spirit life, personality, society/

In the article it is suggested to take into consideration processes providing
formation of intellectual property at teaching. Their characteristic is given,
evaluation of their role in the process of forming of pedagogical intellectual
property is considered.

V. A. Shishkin
The categories of national consciousness in Russia
The categories of national consciousness and their dialectics are analyzed
in the article «The categories of national consciousness» – a Russian
ideal as «a unity and fraternity of people on the basis of the truth and justice»
is formulated here. The ideal as the purpose of development and as a
solution of the basic contradiction of culture, the values as the points and
the limits of development of cultural sphere are based here. The basic
contradiction of Russian culture is formulated and a national ideal as a
motive power of the development of national culture is grounded; and also
a one in two leading cultural and political value as criteria of apportionment
of the stages of development of national consciousness is based here.
Keywords: national consciousness, ideal, values, interests, contradictions.
A. S. Skachkov
To the problem of human subjectivity
In the article the problem of human subjectivity is analyzed. In the paradigm
of polisubjectivity it is proved the incorrectness of the statement of mankind
as a subject on the assumption of its uniqueness in universe. It is shown: the
connection of subject heterogeneity of mankind with mondialistic scenario
of globalization.
Keywords: mankind, subject, universum.
E. O. Akishina, N. I. Martishina
Metaphors in philosophical texts
The question on legitimacy and borders of use of metaphors for expression
of philosophical ideas is considered. Epistemological functions of
metaphors are described. The possibilities of use of metaphors in philosophy
are proved proceeding from features of philosophical knowledge.
Keywords: metaphor, epistemology, language of philosophy, features of
philosophy

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL SCIENCE
V. S. Kubarev
The nonclassical approach to a problem of life meaning:
the existential philosophy
In this article the meaning of life is considered in phenomenological aspect.
There is a claim that the form of its existence is the existential philosophy
defined as the text. The text is understood as the reflective form of
consciousness which transforms the personality through experience. The
vital philosophy acts as understanding text by means of which the person
comprehends itself and life. The vital philosophy goes from experience of
life worries and is created by the person, instead of being adopted from the
outside.
Keywords: vital philosophy, meaning of the life, the text.
A. V. Remizova
The personal determinants of person responsibility in family life
and professional activity
The article is devoted to a problem of a measure of person’s responsibility.
Authors analyze the meaning of this term, present the results of research of
personal determinants of a measure of the responsibility in family life and
professional activity.
Keywords: the subject, the responsibility, measure of responsibility,
personal determinants.

КУЛЬТУРОЛОГИЯ

N. N. Zaviyalova
The peculiarities of the parental love to a preschooler

216

The article deals with the peculiarities of the parental love to a pre
schooler. These peculiarities are defined through the correlation of the
unconditional, absolute love an d of the liking to a child. Eighty full socially
successful families with the preschool children have taken part in the
research. The results of the experiment have defined, that generally parents
have the unconditional love to a child of the preschool age.
Keywords: a full socially successful family, the correlation of the parental
love and of the liking, a true parental love, a conditional parental love, an
unconditional parental love.

Keywords: Inalienable knowledge, knowledge acquisition, alienation of
knowledge, free alienation of knowledge, pedagogical system “alienation
of knowledge  knowledge acquisition”, concept of “whirl of knowledge”.
A. P. Zhigadlo
Ethnic selfconsciousness as a main component
of the upbringing system design
The article reflects the logic of the upbringing system type and character
transformation depending on the dynamic changes of social environment.
The transformation of the upbringing system is viewed in the context of
social changes. The author focuses on the point that the upbringing system
in human society has always had an ethnic shade.
Keywords: ethnic selfconsciousness, upbringing systems.
T. V. Litvinenko
Formation of a pedagogical reflexion as professionally important skill
of the person of the teacher
In the article the reflexion as a scientific category is considered; reflective
competence is characterized; components of the maintenance of a
reflexion of is professionalpedagogical activity are listed; attempt of
working out of model of formation of a pedagogical reflexion as
professionally important quality of the person is made during self
education of teachers.
Keywords: pedagogical reflexion; professionally important quality of the
person of the teacher; reflective ability; reflective competence.
N. N. Stavrinova
Forming and assessment of readiness of a future teacher for research activity
The author’s interpretation of readiness of a future teacher for research
activity is offered in the article. Its methodological ground is given,
component structure, general and level characteristic of each of the
described readiness, interpretation of its aim, the criteria and markers of
result estimation are observed in the article.
Keywords: research, the readiness for the research work, component
structure, aim.
T. V. Kuturga, Z. M. Kuznetsova
Pedagogical potential of the course «History and theory of religion»
developing tolerance of future psychologists
A contemporary psychologist should be religiously tolerant, able to
understand philosophical and psychological peculiarities of religious
people, to know and understand religious moral values. The optional course
«The Ethics of the Bible and Coran» alongside with the History and theory
of religion allows to realize advanced religious education of future
psychologists, in accordance with the requirements of modern Russian
society.
Keywords: tolerance, Christianity, Orthodoxy, Islam, religious ethics,
confessional creed (ideology), dogmatics, mutual relations, freedom,
pedagogical conditions, professional education, psychologist.
I. V. Vlasyuk, Yu. A. Genvareva
The experience of interaction of family and school directed
to selfactualization of a teenager
In this article there is the theoretical analysis of contemporary experience
of interaction of family and school. The programme of interaction of parents
and teachers «TRIAD: family, teenager, school» is described, which is
directed on the selfactualization of a teenager. Basic demands and rules
of organization of interaction of family and school are given.
Keywords: interaction of family and school, self actualization of a
teenager, forms of interaction the programme of interaction
S. A. Shemshurina
Modeling of local history competence among the teenagers
in outofschool institutions
The article outlines the structural and functional model of the formation of
the local history competence among the teenagers in the outofschool
institutions. It deals with the complex of all the necessary and sufficient
pedagogical conditions for the implementation of the model positively
influencing the teenagers and enabling an easier transition from the

objective to the subjective position in the process of learning the
components of the local lore competence. The information may be useful
for the staff and the students of higher educational institutions, colleges
and local lore clubs, for school teachers and so on.

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND SPORT
S. A. Doroshenko
Organizing and pedagogical conditions for the approach based
on different kinds of sports in the course
of students’ physical training at higher institution
The problem of selfdevelopment of students’ health culture as an
important social pedagogical component in the course of professional
training at higher school has become particularly topical today. The
invigoration and maintenance of students’ health at higher school are
successfully fulfilled on the basis of highgrade training.
Keywords: physical training, students, approach based on different kinds
of sports.
N. P. Filatova, О. A. Sizikova
Actualization young qualified sportsmen’s constructive copingstrategies
by methods of emotionalimaging therapy and sensor stimulation
There is an actual problem of highly qualified sportsmen’s actualization
constructive copingstrategies for successful failure stress overcoming
during a competition activity.
Keywords: overcoming, constructive copingstrategies, failure stress
during competition activity.
V. E. Zhabakov
Reflexive control as efficiency factor of physical culture specialist training
Physical culture specialist training process is reviewed on the basis of
reflexive control in the article. The author investigates psychological and
pedagogical characteristics of reflexive control, defines efficiency factors
of physical culture specialist training. The novelty of research results lies
in the analysis of the concept “reflexive control”, discovery of techniques
and methods of reflexive control.
Keywords: specialist training, reflexive control
N. R. Valitova
Studying of modern level of professional thesaurus in the sphere
of physical training and sports
(on materials of the educationalmethodical and scientific literature)
On the basis of the carried out research it is established: sports terms in a
definition (logic definition) are located in the certain conceptual mutually
conditioned hierarchy which corresponds to the semantic dictionary
(thesaurus) being the ordered set of terms in generic relations within the
framework of a lexical set of the lexical thesaurus. In subsumption relations
(the lexical thesaurus) hierarchy of human knowledge (the conceptual
thesaurus) is reflected. The sports thesaurus is type of construction of the
monolingual dictionary, as means of formation of the speech sports
thesaurus.
Scientific novelty: the place and a role of the professional thesaurus in
formation of the speech sports thesaurus promoting formation of system of
concepts of the given field of knowledge at students of sports high school
during vocational training is determined.
Keywords: the thesaurus, the term, concept, a lexical set, generic relations.
O. V. Marakhovskaya
The impact of skiing training with application of outdoor game
on developing of students’ physical abilities at common preparatory groups

I. E. Konovalov, I. Sh. Mutaeva
Towards the question of necessity of broadening of physical culture
teacher’s competence in educational institution of musical profile
In this article it is considered one of the most important questions of modern
educational system – competence and its kinds. Authors, analyzing the
sources and the main stages of development of this phenomenon in
education, make attempt of concretization of notions «competence»,
exposing its competences, n which reflect the whole spectrum of
knowledge, necessary for the teacher of physical culture in the conditions
of professional school
Keywords: paradigm of professional education, competence, competent
authority, social competences, personal competences, professional
competences, competence of a teacher of physical culture.
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Keywords: model, method, formation, teaching conditions, local lore
competence, teenager.

Keywords: genderdifferentiated approach, gender socialization,
education, social, health savings, training, students, dysplasia of
connecting tissue changes

E. I. Kamalova, Z. M. Kuznetsova, A. V. Rigenkov
Using interval hypoxia technique for training process
of swimmerveterans at the age of 35–39
Analysis of materials of the different modes of the interval hypoxia training,
specialists’ recommendation who solve tasks of increasing of the training
process results by the application of the interrupted hypoxic influence as
an additional factors assisting the functional general physical and special
swimmers’ preparation rise were used by us during methods’ creation of
the application IGT to train swimmerveterans at the age of 3550.
When we use IGT the improvement of the index of the functional and
physical swimmers’ state occurs at the result of the adaptation of the
sportsmen’s leading functions and qualities to the training means and
methods’ influence. Training process may be effective if it is a stable and
regular training and components’ interrelation of the loadings with each
other during every periods of sportsman preparation.
Keywords: swimmerveterans, interval gipoxical training, functional
general physical preparation, special swimmers’ preparation.
T. V. Sleptsova
Phenomenon of physical training and sports in the domestic literature
XIX – the beginning of XX centuries
In the article perspectives of culturological directions in theories of
physical training and sports and an opportunity of use of texts art and memoir
literatures is proved as sources of studying of a phenomenon of physical
training and sports in a wide cultural  historical context.
During the analysis of texts the role and place of physical training and
sports in a life of various layers of a society are revealed: aristocracy and
nobility, merchant class, intelligence, military men, workers and peasantry.
The material of article can be used in teaching the following disciplines:
«Theory and technique of physical training and sports», «History of
physical training and sports», «History of domestic literature».
Keywords: genesis of modern sports, physical training, a cultural  historical
context, sports as sociocultural phenomenon, art and memoir literature.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES
S. E. Zaslavskaya
Using information technologies for teaching higher mathematics by
correspondence
The opportunities of information technologies in business of increase of
quality of educational process are considered; features of their use in
conditions of the correspondence form of training; experience of creation
and application of electronic educational resources for study of higher
mathematics.
Keywords: Information technologies, electronic educational resources.

The availability of the sufficient percentage of students with the low
level of physical training needs searching new forms of organization of
the teaching process directed to the physical improvement of this category.
Thereupon, the elaboration of system of outdoor games application in the
skiing training process at common preparatory groups is actual.
Keywords: physical training, physical quality, physical efficiency,
gymnastic education, common physical training groups.

Development of curricula of physical education and training students
using genderdifferentiated approach for swimming aimed at development
of functional ability and gradual improvement of the physical preparation.

In this article the author explains the main point of the concept «the principle
of regional nature in education». The organization of the educational
process on the basis of the principle of regional nature allows to adapt the
educational process to psychological, pedagogical and ethnic
peculiarities of the students in the national schools of KhantiMansysk
autonomous region, provides the realization of personal oriented and active
approaches in education.
Keywords: principle of regional, psychological peculiarities, pedagogical
peculiarities, ethnic peculiarities.

КУЛЬТУРОЛОГИЯ

О. А. Меlnikova
Gender differentiated approach of training students swimming taking into
consideration dysplastic changes

Yu.V. Balashov
Psychological and pedagogical peculiarities in the organization of the
educational process on mathematics on the basis of the principle of
regional nature
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N. A.Yudina
Resolving the problem of plane geometry as an essential component
in training pupils of solving the problem
It is a skill with the help of which the development of pupils in solving the
problem is gained. According to the context of the final stage it is assumed
the special meaning, different aspects of which are reviewed in this article.
Keywords: researching, the problem of plane geometry, the final stage.
E . V. Tsoupikova
Mastering specific figurative means as a presuppositional stage
of a text interpretation
Mastering specific figurative means is one of the stages of a text
interpretation. Such means are tropes and figures. To master the notions
mentioned it is necessary to present fundamental theory of their description
and differentiation.
Keywords: figurativeness, trope, figure, expressiveness.
A. I. Sukharev
On the subject of improvement of the Fine Arts education quality
The mechanisms and methods of solving the problem of improvement of
the Fine Arts education quality are starting to be the main problem facing
higher education institutions. One of the possibilities of solving this
problem at the Institute of the Fine Arts of Omsk State Pedagogical
University (OSPU) is the existing Federal Experimental Site. The aim of
the experiment is the creation of a uniform Centre for the Arts and Aesthetics
“primary and secondary school of the Arts (elementary level) –
undergraduate school of the Fine Arts (advanced level) – graduate school
of the Fine Arts and postgraduate school of the Fine Arts (proficiency level)”,
which sets the standards for a consecutive educational and professional
system. Its main aim is to continuously enhance the abilities of students of
the Fine Arts at all mentioned levels in their development of aesthetic,
creative and professional competence and in case of the graduates their
academic qualification.
Keywords: Bologna process, modern model of education, quality of
education, art education
V. N. Kiselyov
Polyart development of musical creativity of teenagers in conditions of
additional education in the sphere of culture

КУЛЬТУРОЛОГИЯ

In the article the process of polyart development of perception is considered
and it is musical  guided dialogue in the specific environment projected
on musical education in children schools of arts and musical schools of
Omsk region. The results of an experimental research of figures of the
schoolboys created on motives heard songs which can be used for
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perfection of a technique of musical  aesthetic education in establishments
of additional education of the Ministry of culture of Omsk area are obtained.
Keywords: polyart environment, musical polyart development, the
dialogue, the integrated forms of musical education is musical  guided.
А. А. Bazhenov
Elements of informational and educational environment
forming orientation basis of a student’s activity at Drawing lessons
The article covers the issues concerning improvement of methodological
preparation of practical course on Drawing in the system of higher and
secondary education. The author of the article suggests several variants of
graphical illustrative models application to define the final purpose of the
activity, to differentiate local tasks and to demonstrate different ways of
their solution. The models under question promote development of
dynamics of external «work» changes of the image, some mechanisms of
perception and imagination in different combinations of operationally and
plastically significant characteristics of the subject, which influences
positively formulation of constant orientation basis of students about their
activity.
Keywords: orientation basis of activity, graphical illustrative model,
program of measures, selectiveness of perception, constructive and plastic
perception.
CULTUROLOGY
D. V. Konishevskiy
Russia and globalization challenges
(to the problem of crosscultural communication)
The article deals with the problem of cultural peculiarities in the modern
globalization world. The urgency of cultural paradigms’ interosculation is
more than evident. Crosscultural communication is the only impartial
way of the positive states’ coexistence and their interaction.
Keywords: globalization, crosscultural communication, symbol,
theoretical model
G.Yu. Osmankina
Character of graphic line in the fine art of the Ancient Greece
as vision of vitalism of civilization
Ideals of a society are closely connected with culture and art. The graphic
line in art of any culture carries emotionalphilosophical sense being
vitalism of this or that culture.
The Ancient Greece has given the world a special graphic line in which
the vital beauty was embodied, a plastic ideal and philosophical outlook.
Keywords: the Ancient Greece, ideal, graphic line, art, sculpture

